The specific application for the telescope was to provide accurate knowledge of the ent electronics and of four 10-bit flash-ADCs [5] , one per detector unit. a sequencer module which provides the timing and control signals for the front end A VME based DAQ system, running the OS9 operating system, consists of a CPU [4] , station are supplied by specially designed power supplies, one supply servicing each unit.
in an Al frame housing. For operation, five voltages (;l;7V,VB;M and VBM, ;t 7V) per sided, DC coupled silicon microstrip detector and the front-end electronics, contained and the data flow of one unit is shown in fig. 2 . Each detector unit consists of a double the DAQ system. The setup in the testbeam is shown in fig. 1 . A sketch of the layout
The beam telescope consists of four independent detector units, the power-supplies and microstrip detectors in a CERN high energy muon beam the assembly and the use of a beam telescope consisting of four stations of double sided single-sided detectors have been used as telescope units. In this paper we report on position of a high energy particle beam on an event by event basis So far, mostly Strip detectors have also been found to be important as beam telescopes determining the on the lifetime of fundamental particles by detecting their decay vertex in space in collider experiments are examples xv here high resolution allows precision measurements precision measurements in terms of space resolution are required. Microvertex detectors Silicon microstrip detectors arc used in high energy physics experiments whenever high 
The junction side strips (p+-strips) are biased via the punch through current effect. The silicon wafers. Each detector has an active area of 7.04 >< 3.84 cm?
CSEM They are made from high resistivity (~ ll) ktlcm) 280 pm thick n-doped
The detectors are double sided, DC coupled silicon In-strip detectors manufactured by the rear end readout electronics.
printed circuit board (interconnect card) serves as interface between detector unit and local sequencer and peripheral electronics are mounted on two ceramics (hybrids). A by local FPGA-chips [9] located on the front-end hybrids, which are steered with four nimize pick-up the actual timing and control signals for the VIKING-chips are generated
To minimize the number of external control signals from the main sequencer, and to mi area to be 512 >< 512 strips or 25.6 >< 51.2 mm2.
Each detector is connected to four VII{ING-chi-ps on each side, defining the total sensitive ENIC Z 125e` + l¢l.4€_ ·C;N(pF). is 50 pm. The information from intermediate strips is used through capacitive coupling is in the order of 50 -150 pA. The implant strip pitch is 25 um, while the readout pitch edective bias resistance is ~ 2.2 GI) depending on the single strip leakage current which lthe write density is in the order of 300 kByte per second OCR Output pulseheights: landau distributions of the pulse heights for each detector side, hits: four two-dimensional distributions of all hits seen by the analyser , second can be recorded. Some online displays are available on a local OS-9 terminal:
vable event rate with no data reduction is 30 Hz. In pulsed beams up to 60 events per Using a low density EXABYTE tape (type 8200)* and continuous data taking the achietasks and manages the circular buffer.
data acquisition. This process provides the communication between all SPIDER the controller: The user interacts with the controller to adjust parameters for the BYTE) and thereafter deleted from the buffer.
the recorder: Each event reaching the circular buffer is written to tape (EXA copy of the raw data block is sent to a workstation for further analysis.
the analyser: The analyser receives a small fraction of events for monitoring. A block of an event is 8kB, two bytes for each of the 4096 strips.
FADCS and copies the raw data into the SPIDER circular buffer. The raw data the producer: This process controls the VME-system, reads out the four 10-bit
The four main tasks with respect to the telescope operation are:
buffer manager written in C for a MVME-167-CPU (Motorola 68040) running OS-9.
[10] for such applications. SPIDER is a skeleton of four independent processes and a
The data acquisition system is based on the online system SPIDER developed at CERN 3 Data acquisition 
n-algorithm [11]. A minimum ionizing muon typically deposits charge on two adjacent
The reconstruction of the intercept of a minimum ionising-particle is done using the to the right strip from the integrated distribution normalized to the num.ber of events are measured to be operation slope and intercept of a particle trajectory on the front face of a test calorimeter values of 53 and 37 on p-and n-side of the best detector planes, respectively. In telescope the data acquisition system is operated stand alone. We have observed signal to noise detectors in a 70 GeV 1f beam at CERN. The telescope, its readout electronics and we have built and used a beam teslescope consisting of four double sided microstrip 5 Summary 
